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Who is GGtoor Inc.? 

Mission Statement: To create opportunities for enthusiasts in esports by empowering and partnering with

them to organize events and play the game they love.

GGtoor, Inc., (OTCMKTS: GTOR) (“GGtoor”, “GTOR”, or the “Company”), Is publicly traded company an

emerging leader in the youth sports, family sports entertainment, and has aggressively entered the eSports

market. Our vision is to create a portal for players, organizers, and leagues a place for the eSports lovers.

The global gaming industry has been developing at a fast pace in recent years. With all that GGToor is

getting ready to be part of the exponential growth of the industry. GGToor Inc. entered the Metaverse by

purchasing 4144 Virtual Commercial lots in TCG.World.

We have created an interactive website that will provide an array of different options allowing self-

registration for players, organizers, and leagues to compete on all scheduled events. Each registrant will

have their administration panel, the ability to update their profile, and to see their stats and competitor’s

stats scorecard in real-time. Organizers can set up events for games and submit them to us for approval

based on our requirements.



TCG World represents a living virtual world, or in other words, a metaverse. Metaverse is a new type of

game concept where users can interact with each other in a virtual space. For TCG World users, it means

they can earn TCGCoin 2.0, hunt for NFT collectibles, invest in virtual real estate, create and explore, and

start their own online career.

TCG stands for Trading Card Game. It consists of several elements working together such as TCGCoin,

TCG Trading Platform, and TCG World.

TCGCoin 2.0 is the main foundation element for two online economies. This methodology drives a

continuous demand for the tokens across a wide array of both physical and virtual transactions. The trading

platform uses smart contracts to protect buyers and sellers holding their funds until the goods are received

and finally verified

A metaverse is an online virtual world where real people from all over the globe can log in at any time and

get together for different purposes, such as entertainment, socializing, trading, and more. It is a virtual world

where physical laws can be changed, and the impossible becomes possible but with real people, and

therefore, real opportunities.

Who is TCG.World? 



What Is the Metaverse?

The Metaverse is a virtual world that uses

blockchain technology, augmented reality,

virtual reality, digital assets, tokens, etc. It’s a

virtual space created to increase the users'

online experience.

As it wil l include sensory elements, users will be

able to interact with digital objects similar to

the real world.



Can Anyone Access the

Metaverse?

With the right tools, anyone can access the 

Metaverse. The Metaverse is envisioned as a free

space where everyone can join in and interact

with one another.

However, for this to happen, governments wi l l need

to offer better internet facilities, and users wil l need

to get access to certain devices such as VR

headsets to enjoy the Metaverse. But at the

moment, no one is restricted from entering the

Metaverse.



What Are the Use Cases of Metaverse?

Property Ownership

Finance

Gaming 

Fashion

Marketing

Retail

Art Galleries

Virtual Shows 

Architecture

Education

Entertainment

Sport Franchises 



What Is the Role of VR And AR In the

Metaverse?

Virtual reality (VR) and Augmented reality (AR) wil l play a

huge part in offering an immersive experience for the

users of Metaverse. With virtual reality, the users can see

the Metaverse using the headset.

It wi l l give a full 360-degree view of the Metaverse. On the

other hand, AR glasses wil l be able to connect the

Metaverse wi th the real world. Here, AR wil l project the

digital objects into the real world, and people wi l l be able

to interact wi th them.



Why invest in the Metaverse Real Estate?

At first, it may seem a little tricky to wrap your head around the concept.

But the truth is, not unlike real estate investors who acquire tangible

property for passive income and other motives, investors are turning to

these virtual parcels of land for hundreds of millions in investments for

these same reasons. One cyberspace—encapsulating virtual reality,

artificial intelligence, games, and mobile technology explanation is that

the metaverse is a digital world that’s parallel to the real world—

something akin to.

Forward-thinking real estate entrepreneurs firmly believe in a digital

future: locations that exist entirely online and are accessible only by

logging on. These same entrepreneurs are already accumulating this

land in the same way they do with traditional real estate. Some brokers

are already selling luxury real estate plots in the metaverse. And just like

traditional investments, when the demand for these plots increases, so

does their value.



Why TCG.World?

Unlike other Metaverses TCG.World is built on a Gaming 

platform called Unity this gives the end user a realistic graphical 

interface when interacting in the metaverse. When you play a 

game, have meeting or just hang out the quality of the 

environment is very rich and define. 

When you own a real estate property you can build , decorate 

park your car in your drive way or drive it and interact with all 

your NFT’s such as painting , virtual clothes and everything you 

can create. Decentralization is a main feature of 

Metaverse. It means no single entity or company wil l

have dominance over the virtual world.



GGToor  purchased  an entire city all we own is commercial Real 

Estate in TCG.World to date we have made the biggest Virtual 

Real Estate purchase in any metaverse which consist of 4144 

commercial plots.

We are bring all the traffic from our eSports events. We are 

partnering with Music producers, movies studios, videos, live 

entertainment ,education and soon in multiple languages.

In this shared virtual space known as metaverse land, real estate 

is purchased through virtual real estate platforms. It’s possible to 

buy everything from land parcels to structures. There is limited 

availability, which often results in competitive bidding amongst 

buyers. Purchases involve non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, that act 

as real deeds, and the blockchain serves as a registry, providing 

a record of the transaction. Once a metaverse land sale is 

concluded, owners can sell, rent, or build on their virtual property.

Why GGToor City?



Size of

128m x128m

256m x 256m

512m x 512m

1012m x 1012m

City Apts ( one parcel)

GGToorCity Plots

https://tcg.world/map?nav=map

Inventory

Quantity

100

35

6

3

2000

2000

Price

$ 375,000

$ 1,800,000

$ 7,200,000

$ 28,800,000

$ 30,000

$ 8,400



The presentation is not intended to provide any investment advice and should not be

taken as such. Claims made in this presentation do not constitute investment advice

and should not be taken as such. Do your own research!

While the information contained in this document and presentation has been

obtained from sources believed to be reliable, GGtoor Inc. disclaims all

warranties as to the completeness or accuracy.

GGtoor Inc. does not provide any business, financial, legal or investment advice and

this training should not be construed or used as such.

GGToor Inc shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person
who relies on this presentation.

DISCLAIMER


